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Motivation Theory in a Nutshell
Two theories have influenced educators for over 
60 years.

•Classical Conditioning (think: Pavlov’s dog)    
Stimulus> Automatic Response

•Operant Conditioning (think: Skinner’s rats)    
Behavior> Reward or Punishment

Each of these theories accurately describes how 
learning takes place.

Classical and Operant Conditioning 
are useful for controlling behavior.
• One quickly learns not to touch a hot light bulb 

after the pain of a burned finger.

• A stiff fine will “motivate” any driver to stop 
completely at the stop sign.

But control and motivation are not synonyms!

Control ≠ Motivation



In this video, Daniel Pink talks to the Patterson Foundation about the need to 
upgrade our approach to motivation in schools. 

<iframe width="560" height="315" src="https://www.youtube.com/embed/m5HOIVVIE2M" 
frameborder="0" allowfullscreen></iframe>

https://youtu.be/m5HOIVVIE2M

The Magic of Motivation 

• Lies in helping students make connections that 
lead to learning

• Research shows that the four most significant 
connections  that lead to learning are:

1. Personal/emotional connections
2. Social connections
3. Academic connections
4. Connection to self

Review Definitions of Motivation
• Extrinsic motivation – the desire to do a thing 

for the reward or to avoid a punishment.
• Intrinsic motivation – the desire to do a thing 

for self-satisfaction: to meet one’s personal goal.

Having an essence of theory and definition, 
answer these:

What is the central goal of education?
What is your central goal as you work with your 

students. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m5HOIVVIE2M


THE WHOLE CHILD BLOG…..

• “Meeting students where  they are is key to their 
social, emotional, and academic success.  A piece 
of the puzzle is to allow them to be empowered 
in the learning process.  We want to ensure that 
we are teaching the whole child and providing 
each student a learning experience that meets 
his personal needs.”

What is the potion of Motivation?

                                                     “I am a teacher.  A 
   teacher is someone 

    who leads.  There is 
   no magic here.  I do 

   not walk on water.  
   I do not part the 

   sea.  I just love 
   children.”  Marva Collins

How do I motive my students?

Teach to spark magic – TED
https://youtu.be/H3ddtbeduoo

https://youtu.be/H3ddtbeduoo
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H3ddtbeduoo


The Magic of Motivation lies in:      
“I am a teacher.”

      Ask…
•How do I create a learning environment that is 
welcoming, supportive, safe and dynamic?

•How do  I teach procedures so students can be 
successful in independently navigating the classroom?

•How can I effectively teach behavior, so students can 
enhance their ability to make choices?

 I am a teacher, not a magician…

• The goal of educators is to set up the 
structures that will facilitate self-control, 
responsibility, social connections and the 
ability to make good choices.
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Who we are
• Assume the best – identify and focus on the best 

assumptions, this will form the foundation of 
our entire teaching experience and frame 
everything we do.

Negative Assumption Positive Assumption

They are bad kids They haven’t fully learned the 
appropriate behavior

They don’t want to learn They want to know that the classroom 
will be safe and structured

They are trying to hurt the teacher They are signaling to teach behavior 
more often and differently.

Behavior is the good stuff.
• Students need to learn what’s acceptable 

and what is not.

• Students need to learn how to discipline 
themselves.

• Life is all about choices and consequences.

• We want to assume that students will learn 
from their  successes and from their 
mistakes.  

Behavior Springs from Identity
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Inner Authority

•Our inner authority affects how we 
give directions, pass out papers, talk 
with kids on-on one.  It provides the 
foundation for our job satisfaction, 
our peace of mind, everything.

• https://www.facebook.com/steve.forsythe.35/posts/113
9748936103794

What Inner Authority is & is not
Is Is not

Confident, relaxed and natural Insecure, our authority is questionable

Proactive, planned, procedures are clear 
and firm

Unsure of our decisions, we hold our 
breathe or gear up for battle

Gracious command of the classroom Aggressively in command of the 
classroom

Present consequences in a no-nonsense 
firm and soft quality in their voice and 
posture

Is uncomfortable, jumpy and when 
students act out more, raises their voice 
and stands over 

Takes the heat and accepts 
responsibility

Deflects the heat and blames the student

Speaks what she knows Speaks what she thinks the kids want to 
hear

Growing our Inner Authority

•Embrace being a role – model
•Assume the best
•Ask for help
•Reduce your stress
•Be patient with yourself
•Reflection

https://www.facebook.com/steve.forsythe.35/posts/1139748936103794
https://www.facebook.com/steve.forsythe.35/posts/1139748936103794
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Holding Our Ground

“If we can we hold our ground with students 
without beating them up, without beating 
ourselves up, without having to go home that 
night and recover, and in a way that invites 
student cooperation, then we have succeeded at he 
hardest element of classroom management.”

Rick Smith, Conscious Classroom Management

•Holding your ground   https://youtu.be/jwSZ3XYUZME

Holding Our Ground

1. The primary ability to say “NO”   (what we do)
2. While remaining on our student’s side (who we 

are)
Be Firm, Yet Supportive

Saying “No”
Don’t  Over-explain

https://youtu.be/jwSZ3XYUZME


Characteristics of an effective “No”

• Approach/Face student assuming the best
• Voice volume down, voice tone low
• Communicate firm yet supportive resolve
• If possible, do it privately
• Don’t over-explain    (consider student’s age)
• Responsive, not reactive

No blame No complaining No wiggle room

What about the Power Struggle!

• It’s an emotional blurt vs a logical inquiry
• Be relaxed and model calm & wait for compliance
• Use supportive, yet firm nonverbal cues
• Table it;  avoiding the discussion ≠ caring

• AND it isn’t critical to use the word “No”
“Yes, Sam, you can use the bathroom, as soon as the bell rings.”

The Power Struggle Activity
• Assume the best
• Describe what is acceptable or not acceptable
• Give the student choices or consequences

• Runyon:   “I hate this f__ ing school and you’re 
    a dumb____.”

• Teacher:  “That is disrespectful language.  I’m
                       sending you to the office so you’ll 
                       learn never to say those words 
                       again…starting now!”



The Power Struggle Activity
• Assume the best
• Describe what is acceptable or not acceptable
• Give the parent choices 

• Parent:   “I am Runyon’s mom, and I don’t know what the F___ is 
going on up there at your school, but my son will not be staying after 
school to complete his work.  You have him all day and if you can’t 
handle him, why do I have to leave work early to pick him up bc he 
missed the school bus.”  Furthermore, he isn’t disrespectful to me, 
so maybe it’s something you are doing?”

An Effective “No” has minimal 
reactivity:

If  teachers react:
•We will start to assume the worst
•They will become “bad kids” vs good kids making bad 
choices

•We start to look for and seeing evidence to support this
•We become frustrated 
•Our students start to reflect negativity and act out more
•This communicates that the classroom is not safe and 
the student is not welcome

Personal Connections
“The Power of One”

• Proactively find ways to convey genuine concern
• Don’t confuse being nice with being kind
• Learn about your students
• Remember things that matter
• Always intercede in a kind and firmly committed 

manner
• Expect the best when students challenge your 

authority
• Provide Feedback that is clear, specific and 

relevant



Personal Connections

Building strong relationships
https://youtu.be/v2CDCBPmhN8

Every kid needs a relationship, to effectively learn.
When teachers can create personal connections, 

we are indirectly saying,
“You are important to me and I notice your efforts.”

Personal 
Connections

•2 minutes a day, 10 days in a 
row nets  85% improvement in 
behavior       Reymond Wlodkowski 

•In such an environment, 
students are much more likely 
to be motivated to learn, 
regardless of how they behave.  

•Proactively Plan to make it 
personal.
      

Creating Positive Predictable 
Environments

• Being prepared drops the stress level on everyone

• Creating positive predictable classrooms takes planning

• Lesson Design is key to preventions:
▫ Classroom management doesn’t occur in a vacuum
▫ Design lessons that motivate and engage
▫ Be organized and make it meaningful
▫ Flexible

https://youtu.be/v2CDCBPmhN8


Prevention should be the dominant 
focus for teachers 

• Principles are the general, value-laden rules
     i.e. Treat each other kind, Be respectful

• Rules are what we can and can’t do in our 
classroom

▫i.e. Be in your seat when the bell rings

Predictable Expectations

•Proactive teaching is one of the most effective and 
powerful way to teach students how to manage 
classroom behavior. 
•Proactive teaching also reinforces weak skills

•“Spending time on procedures in the classroom 
not only makes the environment run more 
smoothly, but it actually facilitates teaching 
content.   Rick Smith, Conscience Classroom Management



Procedures are the Railroad Track
• If any portion of the track is missing, what 

happens to train?
• How do we build the track and maintain it?

How Do I teach?
• Procedures, like behavior, are taught in the same 

way that content is taught. 
• What is the advantage of taking time out of class 

to teach procedure?

Procedures Answer Questions

• What to do when the bell rings
• What to do when the pencil breaks
• What to do when you finish your work
• What to do when you have a question
• What to do when you need to go to the bathroom
• What to do when you enter the room
• What to do when you need help
• What to do when a neighbor is talking too loud



Steps to Teaching Procedures, 

1. EXPLAIN.  State, explain, model and 
demonstrate the procedure.

2. REHEARSE. Practice the procedure under 
supervision.

3. REINFORCE. Reteach, rehearse, practice, 
and reinforce the classroom procedure until it 
becomes a student habit or routine.

Assembly Behavior

• “Okay class, I want to talk with you briefly about 
assembly behavior.”  Whenever we have an 
assembly, there are some rules we must 
remember.”
⚫We arrive, sit and leave as a class
⚫We all stay quiet
⚫We raise our hand if we have a question or comment
⚫We applaud when the speaker is finished

• “This behavior shows respect for our school and 
our speaker.”  “Let’s Practice.”

Teaching Social Skills

• Procedures tend to be specific to a place, like the 
classroom and generalization can be challenging

• Social Skills are interpersonal and global and 
generalization is the goal

• Teach Social Skills that student’s struggle with 
the most



Steps to Teaching Social Skills 

1. EXPLAIN.  State, explain, model and 
demonstrate the social skill.

2. REHEARSE. Practice the social skill under 
supervision.

3. REINFORCE. Reteach, rehearse, practice, 
and reinforce the social skill until it becomes a 
student habit.

Examples of Social Skills

Following Directions
•Look or attend to the person
•Use a calm voice and say “ok” or nod
•Do what you have been asked right away
•Check back later

Accepting ‘No’
•Look or attend to the person
•Use a calm voice and say “ok” or nod
•Stay calm
•If you disagree, ask at a later time

kwqc.com

Praise Any Efforts
• Acknowledge any compliance
• Be specific
• Be positive
• Be sincere
• Be encouraging

“If you want it…teach it. If you expect to maintain 
it, encourage it, acknowledge it, and reinforce it.”

-unknown

http://kwqc.com/2015/12/08/tv-6-investigates-teaching-behavior-in-davenport-schools/


Studies reveal….

•The bottom line is that student 
motivation and behavior are 
dramatically influenced by the quality 
of adult-student relationships within 
the school setting.           

                                                    (Jones, 1990)

Consistency
Mrs. Meanswell:   Mark, didn’t you 
promise to behave?
Mark:  Yes
Mrs. Meanswell:  And didn’t I promise 
you there’d be a consequence if you didn’t?
Mark:  Yes, but since I broke my promise, I 
don’t expect you to keep yours.



Consistency within the Classroom

“Always say what you mean, and mean 
what you say….but don’t say it in a 
mean way.”                         Nicholas Long

   Get Consistent
• Inconsistency sends mixed messages

• Invites problem behavior

• Hold your ground on the procedures/process

• Don’t take the bait, table protest, use nonverbal and 
move on

• Model consistency

Consequences can be Instructional 
Interventions

• Just Consequences, not punishment

• Are a Pause, to get the student’s attention

• Organize them according to hierarchy, starting with the 
mildest first, to more impactful

• Consequences teach students that they have the power of 
choice



Consequences can be
 Positive Reinforcement

•Counter balanced with lots of genuine 
appreciation as well as individual conversation 
can foster intrinsic motivation
  
“Give a person a fish and she eats for a day, but 
   teach her to fish and she eats for a life-time.”

So, Where is the Magic?

• Where is the “magic wand” to transform even 
the most reluctant student into an independent, 
self-motivated seeker of knowledge?

• The magic doesn’t rise from a cauldron, but 
rather from the school staff who strive to learn, 
understand, reinforce and have faith.

Final Thoughts…  The Magic of 
Motivation

•  Is about unlocking the “backpack” of skills

• The magic of motivation occurs when students 
make connections, believe they are valued, and 
develop the skills that will enable them to 
become independent learners.

• Believe in your students, and more important, 
believe you are part of the magic!



In Conclusion,

https://youtu.be/7bIQ4-3XSxU

“I have come to believe that a great teacher is a 
great artist and that they are as few as there are 
any other great artists. Teaching might even be the 
greatest of the arts since the medium is the human 
mind and spirit.”

John Steinbeck

https://youtu.be/7bIQ4-3XSxU

